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Introduction
The general objective is to analyze the circulation of the senses in
three communicational episodes (BRAGA et al, 2017) about the
report on transsexual prisoners, on the Fantástico program page on
the Facebook platform. We have as specific objectives: a) to map the
articulation between the communicational episodes that permeate
the report and b) to investigate the relationships between the word
clouds generated based on selected grammatical classes. To carry out
the research, we used guiding concepts that involve the studies of the
platform society (DIJCK, POELL and DE WAAL, 2018) and the
circulation of speeches (BRAGA, 2012, 2017; FAUSTO NETO, 2018).

Methodology
Our methodological design is constituted as a case study by the
indicative bias (BRAGA, 2008). Thus, we elaborated a timeline
regarding the publications that involve the case in order to organize
the sequence of communicational episodes (BRAGA et al, 2017) that
followed the exhibition of the report.

Communicational Episode 3 - closing attempt
10/03 - Fantástico fanpage publish a note about the case. We call this
moment “a closing attempt”

Gráfico 16 - Nuvem Verbos

Gráfico 20 - Nuvem Adjetivos
Gráfico 19 - Nuvem Substantivo com frequência maior de 5 vezes
(exclusão das palavra “lixo” e “globo”)

Transversalities
❖

❖

Increase in the average occurrence of the first to the third episode:
➢ First is 16,68 words per comment; in the second 26,28 and in the
third 34,27. These numbers, in addition to indicating growth in the
amount of words articulated by users, also shows us that, on
average, comments have between 3 to 5 lines.
Displacement of meanings of the word “crime” that appears in
evidence in episodes 1 and 3

“eu na verdade penso assim quem mandou cometer crime, ninguém que tá na cadeia é inocente seja lá quem for. Agora só
porque é trans virou vítima agora” (EP1C2); “para mim não há perdão para um crime horrível como esse, pelo menos a
Susy está pagando por isso [...]”(EP3C26)

